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Summary: ConquerHisHeart.com releases a review of Michael Fiore's Blockbuster "Secret Survey" program  
which intends to help women better understand male psychology and behavior. 

"Michael Fiore's Secret Survey guide has revealed a wealth of information about how men really think about 
women, sex, dating and relationships," reports ConquerHisHeart.com's Sean Roman. "Fiore has built his career 
offering actionable, sometimes controversial relationship advice. His followers love the fact that he shoots from 
the hip, and isn't afraid to tell it like it is."

The Secret Survey has received an overwhelmingly positive response from women around the world who are 
eager to learn Fiore's groundbreaking insights on male psychology. The program appeals to women of all ages, 
both singles and women in relationships and marriages who hope to improve things with the men in there lives. 
In particular, women who find themselves asking the question, "does he really love me" will find a new video 
Fiore has created to be quite informative. (Click here to watch the HD video on Fiore's website.)

Roman explains the widespread popularity of Michael Fiore's Secret Survey:

"For a woman to know what her man is really thinking at any given time is a huge advantage," says Roman. 
"That information can be used not only to stop the lying, but also to fix all sorts of communication issues, to 
build intimacy and commitment and even to reignite the passion in a relationship that has cooled."

Fiore developed The Secret Survey after polling his large database of female followers and noticing alarming 
trends in the relationships problems they were experiencing. Fiore then turned to his male subscribers delving 
into the secret world of the male mind for answers. 

Those wishing to receive instant access to the Secret Survey program, or for more information, click here.

Sean Roman provides timely reviews of popular dating guides for women on his website ConquerHisHeart.com. 
Those interested can read Roman's Secret Survey review at the following web address: 
http://www.conquerhisheart.com/mike-fiores-secret-survey-looks-at-why-men-lie/
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